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RESUME / ABSTRACT 
Ces jours-ci, nombreux facteurs environnementaux et climatiques tells que les actions des 
intemp£ries, la variation de temperature, les attaques chimiques, Fabrasion et les autres 
processus de degradation peuvent causer des dommages superficiels (0.0 m a 0.5 m) dans la 
plupart des structures en beton exposees aux conditions environnementales extremes. En tant 
que tel, la propagation de tels dommages et, par la suite, la perte des proprietes mecaniques 
des materiaux sont tres progressives a longterme. Le but principal de la methode d'Analyse 
Multicanal des Ondes de Surfece (MASW) est de 1) caracteriser les dommages superficiels 
des structures en b£ton comme une procedure de controle non destructifj 2) estimer 1'^paisseur 
des couches et determiner les profils de vitesse des ondes de cisaillement (Vs). L'originalite de 
cette recherche est fapplication de MASW comme une mSthode non-destructive pour 
revaluation des dommages superficiels des structures en beton. En effet, les principals 
applications de cette methode sont concernant les applications geotechniques. Les experiences 
ont ete menses sur deux dalles de beton (0.80 m, 3 met 3.50 m) a I'lREQ avec dififerentes 
pathologies typiques simulees pres de la surfece afin de tester la precision de la methode 
MASW. Les resultats demontrent que la methode MASW a un potentiel pour identifier 
rhomog£n6it6 du beton et estimer l'epaisseur des couches superficielles des structures en 
beton. 
Mots-cl&s: Ondes de Rayleigh; dalles de beton, le dommage superficiel; vitesse des ondes de 
cisaillement; Finversion 
Nowadays, many environmental and climatic factors such as weathering actions, temperature 
variation, chemical attacks, abrasion and other degradation processes can cause near surface 
damage (0.0 m to 0.5 m) to most concrete structures exposed to severe environmental 
conditions. As such, the spread of such damage and, subsequently, the loss of mechanical 
properties of materials are very progressive in long term The main purpose of Multichannel 
Analysis of Surfece Waves (MASW) method is to 1) characterize near surface damage in 
II 
concrete structures as a nondestructive testing procedure, 2) estimate the thickness of 
superficial layers and determine shear-wave velocity (Vs) profiles. The originality of this 
research is the application of MASW as a non-destructive method for the evaluation of near 
surface damage in concrete structures. Indeed, major applications of this method are 
concerning geotechnical applications. Experiments have been conducted on two concrete 
slabs (0.80 m, 3 m et 3.50 m) at IREQ with different typical simulated near surface 
pathologies in order to test the accuracy of MASW method. The results demonstrate that the 
MASW method has a potential to identify the homogeneity of concrete and estimate the 
thickness of superficial layers in concrete structures. 
Keywords: Rayleigh waves; concrete slabs; near surface damage; shear wave velocity; 
inversion 
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Chapter 1 
CHAPTER 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
1-1 General context 
Concrete is preferred material for the construction of buildings and structures. It can easily be 
poured into various molds to create any shapes. The majority of massive concrete structures 
such as dams, bridges, tunnels, etc are often subjected to important degradations (Figure 1-1) 
[1]. Many kinds of environmental and climatic fee tors such as weathering actions, 
temperature variation, chemical attacks, abrasion and other degradation processes, can have 
numerous detrimental outcomes on concrete surface and minimize its durability. These 
problems as well as their consequences develop and jeopardize the security of structure in 
long term. Concrete condition may be affected by other destructive problems that accidently 
appear such as fire damage, or again by those progressively worsen the state of concrete in 
terms of time like the erosion due to water seepage. 
Figure 1-1: An example of Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) [1]. 
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A brief overview of the relevant mechanisms is given by Mehta (1997) in a model that 
illustrates concrete degradation (Figure 1-2) [2]. This model is divided into the initial 
condition "ideal" where the concrete is supposed to be water impermeable. In other parts 
different factors influence in the degradation process where the penetration of water in 
addition to other elements cause several forms of damage in the concrete. 
Concrete Degradation 
Stages 
Environmental Effects 
Stages 
W*ath*ring and 
Mtchanlcal Loading 
Cracks, and port* 
(loMaf« 
P»n«tntfk>n of water 
PiMtraHon of corrosiv* sp*ci«s 
PtnsfrsBon of chwnicaily 
aggrttslv* sptcfes 
Figure 1-2: Stages of concrete degradation (schematic) [2]. 
Faced with these problems, it appears that many structures must be repaired. However, before 
undertaking costly any repair work to save and rehabilitate damaged structures, it is 
appropriate to ask: what is the origin of disorders, their extensive, their probable evolution, 
their impact on the safety of structures? And what are the best repair solutions or protections? 
Diagnostic methods intend to respond these questions by efficient and economic solutions. To 
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achieve an accurate diagnosis, the auscultation by non-destructive techniques is an interesting 
tool 
Refection methods consist of restoring the more or less damaged concrete when trying to keep 
up the initial state of the structure. An important question then makes regarding the damage 
qualification on surface and the determination of its extension in depth. Indeed, an 
overestimation of damaged materials generates additional costs of repair and its 
underestimation may seriously affect the susta inability of these repairs. Currently, there is no 
way that can provide alone an accurate and satis fee tory answer to the problem of the 
definition of surface damage (severity, extension, depth, etc). 
Nowadays, non-destructive testing methods are increasingly becoming a factual need to 
sustain safety in concrete infrastructures. After the concrete has hardened, it is often necessary 
to test concrete structures stiffness to ensure whether the structure is usable for its designed 
use. Ideally such testing should be done without causing damage in the concrete. Concrete 
Non-destructive tests can be applied to both old and new concrete structures. In most cases, 
for the maintenance and rehabilitation of the near surface damaged concrete zone, we require 
a proper investigation of the degradation depth [3, 4]. However, finding the most efficient 
method to assess the status of the concrete skin such as estimating the thickness of layers and 
detecting near surface damage is not easy to access. 
1-2 Economical aspects 
Only in United States, it is estimated that the reparation cost of damaged concrete structures 
caused by freeze-thaw cycles or corrosion of reinforced bars are 16 to 24 billion dollars [5]. In 
most cases, the costs of reparation and maintenance of damaged structures are becoming 
much more than initial costs of construction. The estimated annual costs in united States for 
the problems caused by deicing salts on bridges is between US$325 million and US$1 billion 
[4, 6]. The total cost between US$78 and US$112 billion will be necessary for the reparation 
of bridges in United States [7]. The national guide of Sustainable Municipal Infrastructure 
mentions that the Canadian municipalities each year spend $12 to $15 billion annually on 
infrastructures and it never seems to be enough [8]. 
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1-3 Damage examples 
One example of surface damage is caused by freezing-thawing cycles in concrete (Figure 1-3) 
[3]. The concrete used outdoor must last for a long time with a minimal maintenance, and 
must therefore resist to the severe exposure conditions. The most destructive agent is freezing 
and thawing that a wet or damp concrete especially undergoes in the presence ofdeicing salts. 
Degradations occur in the form of internal cracking or scaling and mainly concern to 
horizontal structures such as bridges, terraces, etc, subject to be saturated with water and thus 
more sensitive to frost action. 
The frost resistance of concrete can be caused by sensitivity of both aggregates and cement 
paste to the frost [5]. Indeed, the transformation of water into ice accompanied by a volume 
increase of about 9%. However, this volume expansion is not the only source of cracks. It also 
leads to the movement of water within capillary pores. The pressures caused by these 
movements of water, when they exceed the tensile strength of concrete, can cause cracking. 
Regarding aggregates, cracking is mainly related to aggregate size, porosity and permeability 
that play an important rote in their frost susceptibility. Large dimension aggregates with a 
high porosity, mainly composed of very fine pores, are more sensitive to the frost actions. 
Figure 1-4 to Figure 1-6 shows other concrete damage [3]: 
Figure 1-3: Degradation of concrete pavement by freezing-thawing cycles [3]. 
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Figure 1-4: Delaminating of the concrete structure on the 401 highway (Ontario, Canada) [3]. 
Figure 1-5: Bridge across the Ottawa River 
subjected to deicing salts (Ontario, Canada) [3]. 
Figure 1-6: Spalling of concrete due to the 
fire in the Mont Blanc tunnel [3]. 
1-4 Objectives of the Thesis 
To obtain an accurate diagnosis of concrete condition, the auscultation by non-destructive 
techniques is an interesting tooL In this project we have tried to consider industrial interests as 
well as scientific originality and contribution required for a M.S. project. Having these two 
aspects at the same time puts forward challenges and opportunities for us as the university 
researchers. 
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In general industrial objectives are as follows: 
• Reducing the reparation cost of concrete structures (economical aspect) 
• Maintaining safety and ensuring the utilization in civil engineering structures 
• Specifying the concrete weak zone and quality concrete constructions 
• Preventing the destruction in concrete structures by characterizing the concrete 
subsurface quality 
However, the main purpose of our work is to characterize near surface damage in concrete 
structures. We specifically intend to: 
• Estimate the thickness of subsurface layers 
• Determine shear-wave velocity profiles Vs needed for evaluating the properties of 
subsurface rigidity in concrete structures. 
In addition, we are supposed to develop data processing and application of Multichannel 
Analysis of Surface Waves technique to evaluate superficial deteriorations on concrete by 
means of Rayleigh waves. 
For being close to these goals this research project focuses on some tests in the laboratory. In 
our experimental work, we practically plan to study the sensitivity and ability of the MASW 
method to detect variations of the concrete quality, in terms of depth, as well as properties of a 
damaged concrete in the surface. This technique would help us study the influence of 
discontinuities in the wave propagation on concrete surface. Also, the influence of different 
parameters in our test procedure will be examined. 
1-5 Originality of the Project 
There are numerous laboratory and field methods such as sonic test, ultrasonic pulse velocity, 
etc which are nondestructively capable to estimate the quality of concrete [9, 10]. However, 
these methods are efficient to characterize the qualitative changes in the structure and not to 
the surface. Moreover, their application requires the accessibility to at least two sides of the 
structure which is not always possible, especially in the case of auscultation with a feeing of 
6 
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dam. It appears concrete infrastructures deterioration is mainly near to the surface (0 m to 0.5 
m) where temperature variations and weathering actions have harmful consequences in the 
concrete. The spread of such damage and, subsequently, the loss of mechanical properties of 
materials in substructures elements are very progressive in long term. Having said this, the 
originality of this research is the application of MASW to the evaluation of near surface 
damage in concrete structures. 
In the next chapter, chapter 2,1 will elaborate on the importance of non-destructive evaluation 
(NDE) and the principle of NDE in the field of civil engineering. As well, different 
applications of some non-destructive techniques are briefly described in the following 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2.NDE IN THE FIELD OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
2-1 The principle of NDE 
The aging of concrete structures (bridges, roads, dams, etc) is revealed by degradation of 
mechanical, physical and chemical properties of materials. These degradations have various 
origins such as freeze-thaw, thermal fetigue and sulphate attacks. They have common 
consequences in concrete and may cause a structural capacity reduction of materials. 
Aging civil infrastructures have now reached alarming levels [11]. An approximate amount of 
$ 1 billion would be needed to improve only the condition of roads, bridges, drainage systems 
and sewage and distribution of water generated by Canadian municipalities. In Quebec, nearly 
40% of hydro-Quebec powerhouse centers have reached to the aging condition which requires 
the reparation. 
For many years, the only technique which was satisfactory used by civil engineers in 
investigation was to take the core of structures. Numerous laboratory tests are carried out on 
these cores to determine concrete properties. The core drilling can be used for different 
applications such as determining the compressive strength in concrete. However, the 
destructive nature of this method, the incurred significant cost as well as the local character of 
results of this test are led to develop non-destructive techniques for a global evaluation at 
lower material costs. 
The main purpose of nondestructive techniques, such as those who are applied in concrete, is 
to provide an engineering assessment of the quality of materials within the structure. In 
addition to their ability to estimate the quality of materials, non-destructive techniques were 
used to evaluate other characteristics of the structure, such as detectfon and characterization of 
discontinuities (cracks, voids). In recent years, the awareness of the importance of the 
concrete durability has given another role of the auscultation which assesses the quality of the 
8 
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concrete and the quantity of defects scaling before reparation. In fact, auscultation is 
considered as a way to quality control of reparations and monitors their behavior over the 
time. Now, auscultation will be an integral part of civil engineering. Engineers could use non­
destructive techniques to assess the status of old structures or to monitor the behavior of new 
structures. 
2-2 The principle of non-destructive techniques 
Non-destructive methods can be divided into two groups: those that allow to estimate the 
mechanical properties of concrete in site, and those who are able to detect and characterize 
discontinuities in concrete. Table 2-1 lists the main current methods for the non-destructive 
control of concrete. 
Table 2-1: The principal techniques of auscultation 
Estimation of Mechanical Properties Defects Research 
Sonic test (ASTM C597) 
Schmidt hammer (ASTM C805) 
Maturity method (ASTM CI074) 
Visual inspection (ASTM C832) 
Acoustic 
> Sonic test (ASTM C597) 
> Impact echo (ASTM C1383) 
> SASW (ASTM D6758) 
> MASW 
> Impulse response (ASTM CI740) 
> Acoustic emission (ASTM STP 571) 
> Dynamic tests (ASTM C666) 
Electrical potential (ASTM C876) 
Radar (ASTM 4748) 
Infrared thermography (ASTM D4788) 
X-ray (ASTM CI723) 
The methods for estimating the mechanical properties of concrete have largely developed 
during 1940s [12-14]. These techniques consist of measuring the surface hardness of concrete 
and correlation with resistance of compression. The first uses of these methods were for in-
situ monitoring of the strength development of concrete at early age. Among these techniques 
we can mention the Schmidt hammer, the test of resistance to penetration and the rupture 
testing. 
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The second category of non-destructive methods are used to assess the condition of existing 
structures by means of the interaction of waves (acoustic, electro-magnetic, thermal or 
mechanical) with discontinuities in the concrete (cracks, voids, delaminations). These 
methods are presented below. It is worth mentioning that unlike the first group of tests which 
allow us to estimate mechanical properties of concrete, the techniques for detecting defects in 
concrete are relatively new and not mostly standardized. 
2-2-1 Acoustic methods 
Acoustic methods use the propagation of mechanical waves to describe materials properties. 
They are known considerably over the past twenty years. This can be explained by this fact 
that the speed of wave propagation is related to mechanical properties of concrete, including 
dynamical module of elasticity and Poisson's ratio. Furthermore, mechanical waves are 
sensitive to discontinuities, and they are less affected by environmental conditions and the 
physical condition of materials (humidity, temperature). Among these techniques, sonic and 
impact-echo testing methods can be cited. 
The sonic test is a non-destructive method to estimate the quality and uniformity of the 
material [15]. The principle is to measure the time (t) and hence the average velocity (V) of 
wave propagation through a material (Figure 2-1). This speed allows us to assess the quality 
and determine the dynamic elastic constants of the material. 
Measurement Data Acquisition 
Receiver Source 
< d » 
Figure 2-1: The principal schematic of sonic test [9]. 
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The sonic test is commonly used in the form of cross-hole. This includes determining for the 
velocity of wave propagation between two boreholes in order to estimate the variations of 
mechanical properties in function of depth or to quality control of concrete implementation in 
piles. 
Impact-echo is another acoustic method for nondestructive evaluation of concrete and 
masonry, invented at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) in the mid 1980's, and 
developed at Cornell University, in Ithaca, New York, from 1987-1997 [10]. The method can 
be used to determine thickness or to locate cracks, voids, and other defects in masonry 
structures. In echo methods a stress pulse is introduced into the test medium at an accessible 
surface by a transducer or by mechanical impact. If a transmitter is used, the method is called 
pulse-echo; if mechanical impact is used, the method is called impact-echo (Figure 2-2). 
Impact Transducer 
Spectrum 
Time 
Figure 2-2: Simplified diagram ofthe imp act-echo method [10]. 
As shown in Figure 2-3, in pulse-echo techniques the pulse propagates through the medium 
and is reflected by material defects or by inter feces between regions of different densities 
and/or elastic moduli. These reflected waves, or echoes, are monitored by a second transducer 
coupled to the surface of the test object near the pulse source. The transducer output is 
displayed on an oscilloscope or similar device. Low frequency transient stress waves are 
produced at a test point by tapping a small weight against the test elements surface. The 
waves travels through the concrete and are reflected by any discontinuities. A transducer held 
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on the surface adjacent to the impact point measures voltage with time. Voltage represents the 
cumulative energy of the reflected waves as they rebound between the surface and 
discontinuities. The voltage with time plot is chaotic and difficult to interpret. Hence, a 
complex mathematical formula (Fast Fourier Transform or FFT) is applied by computer to the 
voltage with time response to give a plot of amplitude vs frequencies. Each frequency 
represented a reflected wave bouncing between the surface and a discontinuity. Amplitude is 
the strength of the reflected sound wave at that Frequency. As the Frequency (F) of the 
reflected wave for each discontinuity is 1 /t (where t is the time taken to travel from the surface 
to the discontinuity and back) and t = 2dN (where d is the distance from impact point to 
discontinuity and v is the velocity of sound in concrete) F= v/2d or d = v/2F. Hence, the 
distance from the impact point to each discontinuity can be calculated from the Frequency for 
that discontinuity. Where defects (e.g. voids or delaminations) provide a significant barrier to 
the sound wave, reflections of the wave energy cause an amplitude peak at the corresponding 
frequency and the distance to the defect can be calculated. 
Pulsar/0 still oflcopc 
Transmitter 
Figure 2-3: Schematic of Pulse-echo technique applied to the testing ofconcrete [10]. 
This technique gives satisfactory results in the case of auscultation of large structures such as 
piles or dams in addition to slabs and beams [16-18]. Some references are related to the ability 
of Impact-echo to detect many defects such as delaminations, voids, cracks and to measure 
the thickness of concrete [10, 19, 20]. The advantage of the technique is that it is fast, simple 
and requires access to only one side of the structure [16,21,22]. 
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2-2-2 Radar technique 
The radar technique (Radio Detection and Ranging) consists of transmitting an 
electromagnetic wave in the medium and detecting reflections of these waves from interfaces. 
Collection data perform at several points on the surface of the medium. 
The principal instruments consist of a transceiver antenna and storage equipment as well as 
display records. The antenna is positioned on the surface of the test structure. Short pulses of 
electromagnetic energy transmit through the material from an antenna. When these waves 
encounter an interface between two different media, a part of the energy is reflected back to 
the surface and the antenna receives it as an echo. By measuring the time between the wave 
emissions until the reception of echo, it is possible to determine the depth of the interface. The 
amplitude of reflections at the interface depends on the difference between dielectric 
constants of underlying materials as shown in Figure 2-4. 
Figure 2-4: Schematic overview of ground penetrating radar techniques [23]. 
In Civil Engineering, the application of radar technotogy in the diagnosis of concrete concern 
the detection of degradation in the bridge deck slabs [24, 25], reinforcement locations in 
structures and measurement the thickness of the pavement [26, 27]. However, these tests are 
not normalized, because results are difficult to interpret, especially in the case of the presence 
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of multiple reinforcements [28, 29]. The radar technique is popular with managers of roads 
and bridges. Since it offers the advantage of leaving roads open by surveying from a moving 
vehicle. 
2-2-3 Infrared thermography technique 
This method is based on the following principle: an anomaly (void, crack) with a thermal 
conductivity lower than the material surrounding it disrupts heat flux and changes the 
temperature distribution on the surface of the material. By measuring the surface temperature, 
the presence of an anomaly can be detected. However, the application of the technique 
requires the presence of heat flux through the material. The conditions of heat flux can be 
created by using power lamps or simply using the natural heat of the sun, which is also more 
economical. In the latest case, the ideal moment for measurements is a few hours after sunrise 
or sunset. It is the time where the heat flux is the most important. The difference in surface 
temperature is then measured by an infrared thermal camera (scanner), a system similar to a 
video camera, which measures the quantity of infrared radiation emitted by a surface. The 
principle of the technique is illustrated in Figure 2-5. It is observed that discontinuities are 
located near the surface; they are reflected in a non-uniform distribution of the surface temperature. 
The infrared radiation emitted by the surface material will be more or less intense depending on the 
surface temperature. 
Heat Flux 
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Figure 2-5: Infrared thermography [9]. 
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In Civil Engineering, main applications of this technique are delaminations detection on 
bridges [30, 31]. The majority of research work was carried out by Ontario Ministry of 
Transportation and Communication [32]. In 1988, an ASTM standard [33] was published on 
the location of de lamination in concrete slabs of bridge decks. Like radar technique, infrared 
thermography is not constrained by the operator to interrupt road traffic. The tests can be 
performed from a vehicle that is moving and has a low speed (less than 15 km/h). 
2-3 Conclusion 
In this chapter, some non-destructive techniques have been described. Recent methods have 
many advantages, but their efficiency to assess the characteristics of a structure is related to 
the considered problematic. Indeed, thermal and radar techniques are mainly used for 
detecting defects in the materiaf (eg: de lamination). Regarding to acoustic techniques, they 
are more used to estimate the properties and uniformity of concrete, given the relationships 
between the speed of propagation of acoustic waves and material qualities. In general, these 
techniques allow a qualitative evaluation of the comparative quality of concrete. Additional 
information about principles of non-destructive techniques used in Civil Engineering is given 
by G. Ballivy and Y. Kharrat [34, 35], 
Chapter 3 will introduce the principle of Multichannel analysis of surface Waves (MASW) 
method, and also demonstrate obtained results in different studies of the literature review to 
use of surface waves in order to evaluate the state of concrete subsurface layers. 
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CHAPTER 3 
3.MULTICHANNEL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE 
WAVES 
3-1 Propagation of seismic waves 
Seismic waves (Figure 3-1) are waves that travel through the core of the earth or other elastic 
materials. There are two types of seismic waves: a) body waves and b) surface waves. In a 
homogeneous semi-finite side using vertical sources, surface waves take more than two thirds 
(67%) of total generated seismic energy by the impact and usually appears with the most 
eminence on the multi-channel records. The rest remains as body waves (26% Shear or 
Secondary Waves and 7% Compression or Primary Waves) [36]. Therefore, generation and 
recording of surface waves is easiest among all other types of seismic waves. 
• Mttiriau 
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Figure 3-1: Creation of elastic waves by an impact on the surface [3]. 
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3-1-1 Body waves 
Body waves travel through the interior of the medium or earth's core. Longitudinal or P 
(Primary or Compressional) waves and Shear or S (Secondary or Transverse) waves are two 
main types of body waves, both are propagated in the solid medium; P-waves in parallel to the 
direction of the propagation and S-waves in perpendicular to the direction of the propagation. 
It is worth mention that gas and liquid cannot support a static shear stress and thus shear 
waves cannot exist in these mediums. S-waves arrive as the second waves in a seismic station 
(because of their slower speed). Their speed is about 60% of the P-waves. Figure 3-2 shows 
the propagation of both compression and shear waves in different time intervals [3]. If the 
medium of propagation is heterogeneous or viscous, body waves diminish rapidly when drive 
away from their sources. 
Y °5ec«o, Y 0irJctiOn. 
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Figure 3-2: Propagation of body waves, (left): P-wave; (right): S-wave [3]. 
The propagation of body waves in a homogeneous elastic solid medium depends on 
dynamic mechanical characteristics of the medium The velocities of P and S waves are as 
follows: 
v, = 
E ( i - v )  
/ > ( !  +  » ' ) (  l - 2 » ' )  (3-1) 
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V. -
1 2  / > ( !  +  » ' )  (3-2) 
Where: 
Vp = Primary Wave Velocity (m/s) 
Vs= Shear Wave Velocity (m/s) 
E = Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) 
v = Poisson's Ratio 
p = Density (kg/m3) 
3-1-2 Surface waves 
In addition to body waves, some waves are propagated on surface entitled surface waves 
which are sbwer than the other type (Figure 3-3). 
Surface waves 
P-wave S-wavB 
i  
lime 
Figure 3-3: P-waves speed > S-waves speed> Surface waves [37]. 
Rayleigh and Love waves are two main types of theses waves. Rayleigh waves are slightly 
slower than Love waves. Movement of Rayleigh waves are limited to the surface and decrease 
very rapidly in the depth of medium. These waves move elliptically but movement of love 
waves is identical and is perpendicular to the direction of propagation in a horizontal plan. 
Figure 3-4 shows examples of Rayleigh and Love waves [3]. 
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For a iwrmal strength concrete, of V= 0.18, Equation (3-3) reduces 10 v 
Thereafter, we can also determine dynamic G and E by the following equations: 
O pCp2 
1.76 
2(l^v) 
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Where: 
p= Density (kg/m3) 
G= Shear modulus of elasticity = E / 2 ( l - v )  (GPa) 
E= Dynamic young's modulus (GPa) 
v= Dynamic poisson's ratio 
3-1-3 Guided waves 
Guided waves are other types of waves formed from perturbation in a given medium which 
are guided by the finite dimensions of real test objects [4]. Indeed, surface waves (Rayleigh 
and Love) constitute an exanple of guided waves with semi-infinite air-solid boundaries 
where some particular boundary conditions like nil constrain at surface are present. The most 
important type of guided waves is Lamb waves which are elastic perturbations of the material 
particles guided by two parallel surfaces of a plate. This form of elastic perturbation is 
propagated by some displacements of particles in the direction of wave propagation and 
perpendicular to the plate's surfaces. Lamb wave is a dispersive wave and the phase velocity 
principally depends on Poisson coefficient, thickness of palate and frequency. There are two 
types of Lamb waves, symmetric (mode of compression) and antisymmetric (modes of 
flexion). Figure 3-5 shows two types of Lamb waves. The use of Lamb waves represents a 
promising approach for the global characterization of concrete like the Poisson's ratio and the 
Young's modulus, whereas Rayleigh waves permit the assessment of concrete properties in 
depth of concrete elements. 
§«•••! 
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Figure 3-5: Lamb waves, (Top): Symmetric and (Below): Antisymmetric [3]. 
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3-2 Dispersive characteristics of Rayleigh waves 
The method of spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) is based on the emission, detection 
and analysis of Rayleigh waves (surface waves). But when energy is generated 
by movement on the surface, it is forwarded to the medium in the form of Rayleigh waves 
and also body waves. Body waves propagate through the medium in all directions along a 
spherical waveform However, their attenuation is much more than Rayleigh waves. Indeed, 
at a distance r from the source excitation, the amplitude of Rayleigh waves is proportional to 
(l/r°5), whereas it is proportional to (1/r2) for body waves [38]. This easily explains why 
Rayleigh wave amplitude is always larger at the surface than that of body waves. 
On the other hand, when energy is transmitted by a vertical motion on the surface in the 
medium, almost 67% of generated energy is associated with Rayleigh waves [36]. It is then 
possible to determine that Rayleigh waves are dominant in the movement propagation 
detected on the surface of the medium. For relatively large distance between the emission 
source and receivers, the energy associated with body waves is weak. The method SASW 
considers this aspect to assume that the movements detected at the surface of a semi-finite 
medium mainly comes from Rayleigh waves. 
Another Characteristic of Rayleigh waves, operated by SASW is their dispersive nature. The 
depth of penetration of Rayleigh waves is proportional to their wavelength. Rayleigh waves 
with greater wave length penetrate more deeply. Thus, in a multilayer medium Rayleigh waves 
with high frequencies can propagate in top layers of material while tower frequencies 
penetrate more deeply into the subsurface of materials. Therefore, surface waves have 
dispersion property. This property means different wavelength propagates with different 
velocity and has own different penetration depths (Figure 3-6) [39]. 
Knowing the characteristics of Rayleigh waves, it is possible to describe the variation of 
elastic properties of a medium from the velocities of Rayleigh waves for different 
wavelengths [9]. An increase in velocity with wavelength (greater depths, longer 
wavelengths, higher velocities) would be a sign of improvement in properties of the medium 
in terms of depth. A decrease in velocity would signify an inverse result. In order to describe 
the changing characteristics of a medium as a function of depth, the SASW method uses a 
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procedure for data processing to construct an experimental curve of the variation in the 
propagation velocity of Rayleigh waves in terms of wavelength, known as dispersion curve. 
Rayleigh Wave Vertical Particle Motion 
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Figure 3-6: Schematic showing variation of Rayleigh wave particle motion with depth [38]. 
3-3 The applications of surface waves on soil, pavements 
and concrete 
The SASW method has been used to determine the surface wave speed profiles of soil sites 
and stiffness profiles of flexible and rigid pavement systems [13]. The method has also been 
used for monitoring the curing ofconcrete slabs by measuring the increase in wave speed with 
time, and for evaluation of surface damage and repairs. 
For many years, the applications of the SASW method in the field of civil engineering were 
concerned in soils and pavements [3, 9]. Finally following up to different successes in various 
applications in the 1980s (soils, pavements), the SASW method became an attractive tool for 
several researchers in the field of nondestructive characterization ofconcrete quality. In 1984, 
Nazarin, for the first time, applied this method on a concrete dam with 96 m. height and 1050 
m. length [40]. However, the obtained results foiled to have a high accuracy and presented 
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significant fluctuations in the short wavelength (up to 10 m). Subsequently other studies were 
performed on concrete structures [41,42]. In 1986, this research was followed on the concrete 
pavements by Nazarian and Stokoe [43, 44]. But, more fluctuations were observed on the 
dispersion curve and the inversion processes were not always stable. 
The procedure established by researches conducted on soils, pavements and concrete 
structures is described below [3, 9]. The used arrangement source/receiver is the "Common 
Receivers MidPoint" (CRMP) geometry. The two receivers and the source are collinear and 
the distance SR which separates the source and the first receiver is equal to the distance 
between two receivers RR. Heisey also studied the effects of spacing between the receivers 
during numerous tests on soils [45]. The conclusions of this research ted to a criterion of 
wavelength selection, in terms of the spacing RR. The wavelengths that do not persuade the 
relation (0.5 RR < X < 3 RR) are not considered for the construction of the dispersion curve. 
This criterion has the eliminating effect on short wavelengths (X < 0.5 RR) whose amplitude 
is strongly attenuated over the distance SR=RR, and therefore dominated by ambient noise. 
The longer wavelengths (X. > 3 RR) are also eliminated because they did not fully developed 
when they reach the first receiver. On the other side, they are strongly contaminated by body 
waves that did not have enough time to dissociate themselves. To comply this criterion, it is 
necessary to consider several RR spacing to obtain a wide range of wavelengths. 
The source is also shifted in a way that the distance between the source and the first receiver 
is always equal to the distance between two receivers. Moreover, the source position is 
reversed, for all spacings RR, so that the wave propagates in the opposite direction. The 
purpose of this operation is to detect the inclination or the heterogeneity of the layers of the 
site by comparing the two dispersion curves. When the different layers that make up the 
medium are not horizontal, the average of the two dispersion curves may be regarded as the 
average properties of horizontal layers of equal value. Thus, two dispersion curves are 
obtained, according to the source position for all positions of the receivers. 
According to experimental observations by Sheu in 1988 [46], he explicated that reflected 
waves from edges and interfaces of paving can strongly interfere in the SASW test and create 
the undulations in the dispersion curve. The results of his studies confirmed that the main 
cause of undulations was the interference of reflected surface waves which propagates in the 
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contrary direction of direct waves. Then, certain source and receivers disposition was 
proposed by Sheu [46] to improve the signals quality and create a readable dispersion curve. 
The different applications on concrete reported in the literature involve the same 
procedure as what established for pavements and soils. However, concrete is an environment 
where Rayleigh waves propagate more rapidly between 1500 m/s and 2500 m/s, according to 
concrete properties. Therefore, it is necessary to use typical kind of sources that generate high 
frequencies for small wavelengths and determine the properties of concrete near the surface. 
For example, in the case of a concrete which the speed of propagation of Rayleigh waves is 
2000 m/s, the source must generate low frequencies in the order of 2 KHz and high 
frequencies up to 100 KHz. These frequencies are needed to construct a dispersion curve 
containing wavelengths between 0.2 and 1 m. For comparison, the band frequency used on 
soils is between 10 Hz and 800 Hz. Thus, the study of a concrete structure will be different in 
respect to a soil. Sources must be different, and also receivers, in order to better generate and 
record high frequencies. On the other hand, many criteria, such as those which are concerning 
the selection of wavelengths and the distance SR equal to the distance RR were determined on 
work carried out on soil and pavement. 
A few applications of the technique on concrete structures reported in the literature are mainly 
concerned to the laboratory tests or computer simulations. Some studies [41, 47]were 
conducted during curing of concrete. Bay and Stokoe (1991) conducted the SASW test on a 
young age concrete to assess the sensitivity of the Rayleigh wave velocity with respect to the 
increase in resistance [48]. In order to validate the results, compression tests and measurement 
of static modulus of elasticity were carried out as well as some measurement of the 
propagation velocity of compression waves through the concrete. Initially the technique was 
able to estimate the stiffness of concrete from the concrete surface. The technique has also 
been able to follow the curing of concrete during first days of curing and following days. 
The tests were carried out on concrete slabs (4 m. 1.8 m. 0.3 m) which were considered 
homogeneous and isotropic. One quality of concrete was used for the manufacture of these 
slabs. Only wavelengths smaller than the thickness of the slab were considered. However, no 
study has been conducted on the ability of the SASW to identify different qualities of 
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concrete. As well, the literature does not report any references about studies ofthe variation in 
the concrete quality with depth 
3-3-1 The criteria for wavelengths selection 
The usual procedure on soils for the dispersion curves has not changed much since the work 
of Heisey (1982) and Nazarian (1984) [39, 39, 40]. Nevertheless, other studies have 
recommended some changes to the selection criterion of wavelengths. After several 
experiments on different roads, Hiltunen and Woods (1990) showed that the condition of 
influence of body waves is tow for wavelengths below 2RR and not 3RR [49]. Sanchez-
Salinero (1987) suggested, based on a theoretical study of various mediums (homogeneous 
and multilayer), that only wavelengths below 0.5RRcan be considered during construction of 
the dispersion curve [50]. The conclusion of another study [51], based on computer 
simulations on pavement, also joined the criterion of Sanchez-Salinero. There is thus a 
contradiction regarding the criteria for selecting wavelengths. This can be explained by the 
feet that studies have been conducted on several sites with considerable differences in 
properties. It seems that only one criterion can not be established for all sites. It is therefore 
important to develop a specific test material and especially for the concrete material. 
3-3-2 Penetration depth of Rayleigh waves 
To properly interpret the obtained dispersion curves, it must be established a relationship 
between depth ofthe wave penetration and its corresponding wavelength. This has prompted 
numerous researches that often led to very different responses. Some authors estimate that 
depth as equivalent to a half wavelength, others at a third of the wavelength or even at a 
wavelength [45]. The documentation does not reflect general agreement on the magnitude of 
this depth. On the other hand, it is difficult to adopt the same criteria for materials whose 
properties are improved noticeably with depth (soil, pavement) and more homogeneous 
materials (concrete). In particular, concrete is a material which often signs of aging on the 
surfece, but the transition between the weak concrete and healthy concrete is very progressive. 
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3-3-3 Effects of reflections on the results 
Another characteristic of a rigid material such as concrete is that high frequency waves which 
propagate through the medium diminish less rapidly than in soils, particularly body waves. In 
a soil or pavement, the attenuation of body waves is very important and the borders are quite 
away to simulate a semi-infinite medium. As for concrete elements (slab, beam, etc.), they are 
not large enough to be considered as semi-infinite media. 
The majority of the registered energy during SASW test on the concrete structure comes from 
Rayleigh waves. However, the direct body waves and reflections of these waves of volume of 
Rayleigh waves on the boundaries of the element contribute significantly to the waves 
detected by receivers. The principle of the SASW technique is based on recording and 
analyzing particle motions associated with Rayleigh waves, it is necessary to remove the part 
of the reflections in the signals since the Rayleigh wave energy should be dominant. 
One of the used techniques to reduce reflections is the mult plication of signals by a filtering 
window, f (t) in terms of time. The literature reported the window exponentially f (t) = e ~xk, 
where t is the time and x is a factor controlling the slope of decline in filtering, is appropriate 
to reduce reflections [48, 52]. For this, we must assume that the first arrivals of energy are 
Rayleigh waves. This function has the effect of increasing the direct energy of Rayleigh 
waves relative to reflections, as shown in Figure 3-7. The corresponding amplitude at time 
zero is multiplied by 1. 
When time increases, the exponential filter reduces the amplitude of the signal and the 
amplitude tends to be eliminated at the end of the signal. But, this window will not attenuate 
the direct body waves. On the other hand, it does not take into account the arrival time of the 
Rayleigh wave energy in the signal. It suffices that the offset between the start of the signal 
and the arrival time of the Rayleigh wave energy, is too large for the filtering window to 
eliminate this energy and modify the results. 
Using the filtering window is very important for applications of SASW on concrete 
(Figure 3-8), but incorrect use of the filter can have negative effects. The fact that the direct 
body waves are not considered in the procedure may also represent a major uncertainty in the 
analysis of results. Should we then modify the procedure so as to eliminate the direct body 
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waves? Can we use other filtering windows to eliminate reflections as well the direct body 
waves, without reducing the energy of Rayleigh waves? 
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Figure 3-7: Effects of the exponential window on the reflections [9]. 
It is also possible to use the CRMP arrangement in addition to direct and inverse source 
positions to attenuate the reflections. The signals used to calculate the phase spectrum is 
obtained by averaging the recorded signals for direct and reverse positions of the source. 
However, this process is quite long and does not totally eliminate the reflections. Another way 
to mitigate or minimize reflections is to use the source receivers fer from the borders of the 
structure, which is not always possible. In 1987, Sheu conducted a survey on the effects of 
reflections [41]. The conclusions of the study suggest that the body waves have a direct 
secondary effect compared to the reflections. To reduce the effect of these reflections, he 
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recommends certain arrangements of the source and receivers relative to the borders of the 
structure. For example, when the test line is parallel to a boundary, it is preferable to consider 
a distance k.RR (RR is the distance between receivers) separating the test line ofthe boundary 
of the structure so that the coefficient k must comply: 
K >3 or K< 0.2 (3-7) 
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Figure 3-8: Effect of the filtering window on results of the SASW test reveated from the multilayer 
concrete slab with thickness equal to 0.80 m [3]. 
These restrictions can be implemented relatively easily when using the technique in the 
laboratory. But it is very difficult to apply it for applications in the site because of the site 
limitations. It is therefore essential to develop a procedure capable of estimating the quality of 
concrete in the laboratory and site. This procedure should be effective on concrete, very fast 
to use and non restrictive. However, it is easier to develop this procedure in the laboratory 
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before applying it. On the other hand, a few studies were performed on the structures in 
service [40,42, 52]. None of them has been validated by the results of mechanical tests. 
3-3-4 Study of the presence of defects in the concrete 
Concrete is a material which contains many defects in the form of cracks or microcracks. 
These defects can have an influence on the dispersion curve. Indeed, when the speed reduces 
with depth, this does not necessarily mean that the quality of the concrete reduces. The 
presence of a crack in the concrete can affect the speed, even if the concrete has always the 
same healthy quality. The presence of microcracks also decreases the quality of concrete and 
consequently the speed of propagation. In the 1990s, the fist applications of SASW in the 
cracked concrete structural elements appeared [47, 53], A study by Kalinski (1994) showed 
that the SASW was able to identify damage caused by cracks and microcracks [52]. The tests 
were performed on columns and beams subjected to various cyclic loadings. Nevertheless, the 
ability of the technique to detect cracks is variable depending on their orientations and their 
positions. Kalinski [52] examined his experimental studies in one concrete slab, cracked 
beams and poles on the pre-stressed concrete. The major purpose of this study was to test the 
homogeneity of the slab as well as detecting the cracking of beams and poles. Since his gross 
obtained results could not provide good results, he used a certain filtering window to 
temporally filtrate the signals. However, there were still huge amount of ambiguities in the 
results of his studies. 
But, in 1996, the results of the SASW technique in a concrete wall were published by 
Krstutovic-Opara et al (1.60 m. height and 1.40 m. thickness of the wall) [47]. According to 
authors, it was difficult to obtain signals with a good coherence due to multiple reflections 
which were derived from partitions of the wall. After the inversion of the dispersion curve, the 
modulus of elasticity determined in the depth of 0.07 m did not appear weak. They confirmed 
that the theoretical solution of semi-infinite medium used in the process of inversion was not 
appropriate with the finite dimensions ofthe wall. 
Other studies also based on numerical simulation were performed on concrete structures 
containing discontinuities [54, 55]. Gucunski [54, 55] held several positions and orientations 
of discontinuities within the medium. This study showed that the reflections from 
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discontinuities cause fluctuations in dispersion curve. The importance of these fluctuations 
varies with frequency, the spacing of receivers, the dimensions of discontinuity and its 
position in the structure. The SASW is sensitive to the presence of defects in concrete. 
Nevertheless the interaction of Rayleigh waves with different types of discontinuities is still 
unclear. It should provide elements for a better understanding of the phenomena of 
propagation ofthese waves. In 1998, Hevin also carried out a study by computer simulation to 
characterize the surface cracks and determine their depth [56]. This study did not call for the 
technique of SASW. However, it uses the characteristics of Rayleigh waves. Experimental 
tests were also conducted to support the numerical results. 
3-3-5 The influence of the modes of propagation of Rayleigh waves 
A problem widely reported in the literature is related to the mode of propagation of Rayleigh 
waves. This problem occurs on the phase spectrum by sudden changes (distortion) in the 
spectrum that does not correspond to regular phase jumps [51]. This is observed on the 
dispersion curve when multiple velocities correspond to the same wavelength. This means 
that for a given wavelength, the Rayleigh wave propagates at different velocities. This mode 
effect usually occurs when the layers that make up the medium have a strong contrast of 
properties and these properties do not improve gradually with depth. 
In 1999, Hassaim began his experimental program at University of Sherbrooke by using the 
SASW method on homogenous concrete slabs [9]. He ran again the temporary filter of signals 
to trace dispersion curves. Several windows were used to filter the acquired signals, and a new 
criterion to select high energetic wavelengths was proposed. Obtained dispersion curves in 
Hessaim's studies were more readable, and also they did not have the fluctuations of what had 
been observed in Kalinski's curves. 
In summary, previous studies on concrete slabs conducted by the Spectral analysis of Surface 
waves (SASW) method show (Figure 3-9) significant errors in the estimation of the concrete 
stiffness profiles as well as fluctuation of the dispersion curves [4]. The main cause of 
ambiguity in the SASW results is due to different modes of propagation of surface waves 
[57]. Rayleigh waves propagate with different modes that can participate in the SASW test 
and break the basic assumption of single mode propagation implemented in this technique. 
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The Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) method not only can handle such 
types of noise in the SASW method (e.g. by applying a longer receiver spread with so many 
acquisition channels), but also it resolves different modes of propagation of Rayleigh waves 
only if several acquisition parameters are met (long receiver spread) (Figure 3-10). 
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Figure 3-9: Dispersion curve obtained from SASW method, a certain disorder is observed at small 
wavelengths lower than 0.30 m [3]. 
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Figure 3-10: Dispersion curve obtained from MASW method, the red points indicate the apparent 
dispersion curve formed in this case by superposition of higher order modes with the fundamental 
mode [3]. 
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3-3-6 Advantages and limitations of previous studies 
Using the SASW method for the investigation of the mechanical properties of multilayer 
mediums such as soil, pavement, concrete structures and etc, has the following advantages: 
> A non-destructive tool for the auscultation 
> Easy to set up and implementation in the site 
> Compact, durable, and easily transported allowing for multiple tests per day 
> Less expensive and more faster than the traditional boring tests 
> Requires the accessibility to only one side of the surface of structures 
> Possibility of total automation 
Like all of the geophysical methods, the SASW method has also some inconvenience and 
uncertainties which provide some limitations on its usage. They are summarized as follows: 
> It is necessary to suspend the serviceability of the structure during the test 
> The depth of the investigation is limited to half or third of the generated maximum 
wavelength and receiver spacings, which implicate several sources and spacings 
during the test and make it fastidious 
> Since only two receivers are used, all possible adverse effects cannot be detected and 
that may cause errors in the results 
> The accuracy of the measurement of the velocity decreases with depth due to the 
nature of Rayleigh waves 
> The identification of thinner layers maybe attenuated in their surrounding if they 
relatively have superior or inferior properties 
> According to the basic assumption of the principle of the SASW method, it does not 
consider higher modes ofpropagation of Rayleigh waves. 
The application of the SASW technique has shown many potential for the auscultation of 
concrete structures, such as monitoring the quality assessment of concrete, increased concrete 
strength at early age and the detection of cracks near surface. Nevertheless, a procedure must 
be developed to take into account the characteristics of concrete in order to increase the 
performance of the SASW technique. Moreover, investigations into the site must be 
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conducted to evaluate the ability of the technique to estimate and follow the variation of 
concrete quality with depth. 
3-4 Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) 
The Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) method for the first time introduced 
in Geophysics (1999), this method is one of the seismic survey methods that aim at measuring 
the elastic condition or stiffness of the ground for geotechnical engineering purposes by 
surface waves [58]. MASW first measures surface waves generated from different kinds of 
seismic sources, such as sledge hammer, analyzes the propagation velocities of those waves, 
and then deduces shear-wave velocity (Vs) information in a highly cost effectively manner. 
Shear-wave velocity is one of the elastic constants and most responsible for the analyzed 
propagation velocity pattern of surface waves. Shear-wave velocity commonly are used to 
derive load bearing capacity and could be a direct indicator of the material rigidity (stiffness) 
since the elastic shear modulus (Gmax) is closely related to Vs. Since a long time, it has 
accordingly been huge interest in evaluating Vs by means of surface waves [59, 60]. 
Gmax= pVs2 (3-8) 
where 
Gmax= maximum shear modulus of elasticity (GPa) 
p= density (kg/m3) 
Vs= shear wave velocity (m/s) 
3-4-1 General procedure of MASW 
The common procedure of MASW consists of three steps: 
• Data Acquisition 
• Dispersion Analysis 
• Inversion 
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A - Data acquisition 
Data acquisition is acquiring multichannel field records (commonly called shot gather) in 
conventional seismic explorations (Figure 3-11) [60]. The registration of surface waves 
generated by various sources such as a sledgehammer. Since the energy of surface wave is 
considerable, a high signal/noise ratio is easily achieved (in this case body waves act as noise; 
the area in which they are most active is called the near field). In MASW method, multiple 
numbers (usually twelve or more) of receivers with equal spacing and so many seismographs 
channel are used. In general, a longer wavelenghth (Xmax) will be achieved with a greater 
impact power. Therefore, a deeper investigation depth (Zmax) will be determined by the 
longest wavelength (A. max) of surface waves used for the analysis as: 
Zmax ~ 0.5 A.max (3-9) 
The length of the receiver line (D) is related to the maximum wavelength (X,max), which, in 
turn, determines the maximum survey depth: 
D ~ X max= Zmax (3-10) 
On the other hand, the distance between the receivers (Ax) is related to the minimum 
wavelength (Xmin) and, therefore, the minimum survey depth (Zmin): 
Ax =s Xmin ~ Zmin (3-11) 
The collected data are transformed from the time-space (Le., time-distance) domain to the 
frequency-wave number domain to solve the multi-mode propagation problem of surface 
waves [3], The operation is performed by applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the 
time and the space records consecutively. The obtained image is called an "FK image"; it is a 
2D representation of the propagating elastic wave energy at the concrete surface. The spatial 
and/or the time records are zero padded (i.e., a number of zero-amplitude points are added at 
the end of the signals in the time and/or the space direction) before the FFT is applied; this 
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improves the resolution of the FK image and identifies better the different modes of surface 
waves. 
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Figure 3-11: Acquisition. Time-Space [61]. 
B - Dispersion curve 
Dependence of the phase velocity on the frequency for the particular medium is called a 
dispersion curve [60]. The shape of the dispersion curve reflects the change of rigidity with 
depth. The above property of dispersion is most commonly utilized to build S-velocity 
profiles using multi-channel surfece wave analysis. The signals recorded at the surfece consist 
of information on either shallow or deep zones of the medium. Surfece wave modes are 
extracted by selecting, on the FK image, the maxima of energy (crests) for each frequency. 
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In most of surface-wave methods, dispersion curve (Figure 3-12) is the first step of data 
processing in a frequency-domain procedure by plotting the extracted data in the phase 
velocity- frequency domain or in the phase velocity-wavelength domain. Accurate dispersion 
curve extraction is an important factor of the MASW method because any mistake in the 
dispersion curve would cause inversion to produce an inaccurate vertical Vs section. 
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Figure 3-12: The dispersion curve is extracted from the image by means of picking maximum 
amplitudes [61]. 
C-Inversion 
Inversion (Figure 3-13) is an iterative process which uses the dispersion curve to estimate the 
material properties in terms of depth (stiffness profile) [62]. Rayleigh wave dispersion curves 
are theoretically smooth; thus, they don't allow easy distinction between the different layers 
of a medium under investigation. In theory, the solid is modeled as a system of horizontal 
layers with different or equal thicknesses; each layer is homogeneous, isotropic and has 
s p e c i f i c  e l a s t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  ( Y o u n g ' s  m o d u l u s  [ £ ] ,  P o i s s o n ' s  r a t i o  [ v ]  a n d  m a s s  d e n s i t y  ( p ) ) .  
These properties determine two other intrinsic properties of the layer's material including 
pressure wave velocity, 
V P = { E ( l - v ) / [ p V + v ) x ( l - 2 v ) ] } 0 *  (3-12) 
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and shear wave velocity, 
V s = { E I [ 2 p ( l + v ) \ } ™  (3-13) 
The choice of these parameters in the first iteration (initial profile) is made by the operator. In 
this task, the operator can use available information and data from previous tests conducted on 
retrieved cores. The more realistic the initial profile is, the fester the inversion process 
converges. 
Surface wave propagation theory provides equations and methods to calculate the theoretical 
dispersion curves (modes) of surface waves for such systems [63, 64]. The theoretical 
dispersion curve is computed for the supposed model using Rayleigh wave theory and then 
compared to the measured dispersion curve [62]. In each iteration, the theoretical dispersion 
curve associated with the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves is calculated using surface 
wave propagation theory. The obtained curve is compared with the experimentally measured 
dispersion curve: if the relative difference between the two curves is not acceptable (user-
defined percentage), then the model is updated by assuming a new shear wave vebcity 
profile. 
The shear wave vebcity has the greater effect on the calculation of the theoretical dispersion 
curve. The mass density and the Poisson's ratio have negligible or minor effects [4, 65]; they 
may be not changed during the iterations. The same calculation process is repeated in a new 
iteration. When the experimentally measured and the theoretically computed curves become 
sufficiently close, the inversbn process ends. The model assumed in the last iteration is 
considered as representative of the tested medium. 
If higher order modes are experimentally identified, the theoretical higher order modes are 
calculated for the estimated model. Thereafter, the computed theoretical curves are overlaid 
on the experimental data; the better the curves match, the greater the probability that the 
solution is unique and thus the more reliable the estimation is. 
Additional iterations may be required to improve the matching between the experimental and 
the theoretical multi-mode data. More details of the computing operations in the inversion 
process and its algorithm can be found in [65-67]. 
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First: choose the starting model (Po isson's ratio, density, shear wave velocity) and conpare the theoretical 
dispersion curve with the experimental 
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Figure 3-13: Inversion procedure of the experimental dispersion curve [3]. 
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3~4-2 MASWtest configuration measurements 
In the MASW method three different test configuration measurements by simply varying the 
position of sources and accelerometers can be applied [3]. In each set of data acquisition 
usually one to twelve numbers of accelerometers with equal corresponding number of 
acquisition channels can be used to obtain desired number of signals. 
3-4-2-1 Variable Position of Source (VPS) 
According to the available number of cards or acquisition channels in the seismograph, which 
is an important factor to choose the maximum numbers of accelerometers in each set of data 
acquisition, a series of n c numbers of accelerometers with equal spacing Ax between them is 
placed on the concrete surface (Figure 3-14) [3]. 
The first position of seismic source to generate surface waves is selected with distance d from 
the first accelerometers. An external trigger will be connected between impact source and 
portable data acquisition system in order to ensure the data acquisition at the same time of the 
impact. A multichannel amplifier is connected between seismograph and accelerometers to 
reinforce the acquired signals coming from accelerometers. 
After gathering each set of data collection the impact source is moved away and a new 
acquisition is made. This shifting is conducted for a certain distance equal to n c X Ax. Data 
collection is accordingly proceed in N p source positions to obtain sufficient number of 
signals (N = N pxn c). There is a direct relation between the number of source positions and 
the maximum depth Zmaxof investigation as follow: 
Np> [2Zmax/(oc xAx)]+l (3-14) 
The distance between the seismic center d  and the first accelerometer should be chosen in a 
manner to fully complete the formation of surface waves. Large values of d would cause to 
attenuate high frequency components of surface waves which are important to characterize 
concrete in shallower depths. The distance between each couple of receivers Ax is a direct 
indicator of the minimum depth of investigations. This value is chosen in a way that to be 
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equal to or less than the depth that the investigation will start from. For instance, the distance 
between accelero meters should not exceed 0.05 m if starting depth of concrete investigation is 
0.025 m. 
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Ampllflcateur 
multicanal 
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d'impact n.x&x position 
| position Serle de n, capteurs 
" i i i i i i 
Ondes de volume Ondes de surface 
Figure 3-14: Basic configuration of MASW, VPS test configuration [3]. 
3-4-2-2 Variable Position of Receivers Series (VPRS) 
This is another configuration of data acquisition in the MASW method which is slower than 
the previous test configuration measurements (Figure 3-15) [3]. The impact source has the 
same location compared to the previous or next series of data collection. This operation to 
complete the acquisition is made by changing the position of each series of receivers. Other 
parameters will be chosen in the same way of the VPS configuration. 
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Figure 3-15: Basic configuration of MASW, VPRS test configuration [3]. 
3-4-2-3 A Single Receiver (ASR) 
There is also another type of test configuration to acquire electric signals coming from 
receivers (Figure 3-16) [3]. In the ASR test configuration measurement, the seismic source is 
conserved by fixing as the same position within the entire acquisitions. N = N p number of 
signals is gathered by simply moving away the position of a single receiver along the 
acquisition line. 
Systftme portable 
d'acquisition 
Capteur Source 
et 
Trigger 
position position 
Ondes de surface 
Figure 3-16: MASW, ASR test configuration, collection of data using a single sensor [3]. 
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3-4-3 Data processing 
Dispersion properties of surface waves have many useful applications in most of seismic 
waves methods applied in concrete structures or geotechnical engineering projects [68]. 
Normally, the effects of higher modes are neglected and the dominance of fundamental modes 
is considered in these applications. In reality, however, the application of surface waves deals 
with these higher modes and they are always generated with a significant amount of energy 
[69]. The contribution of higher modes is more significant at higher frequencies. Failure to 
separate higher modes from together can lead to reduce the potential of surface waves in 
extracting an accurate dispersion curve. The higher modes are always generated and different 
modes are separated with higher resolution by the FK transformation. 
3-4-3-1 Transformation theory 
For a shot gather obtained through the MASW method the offset-time (x-t) domain is 
represented by u(x, t) [68]. U(x,w) is calculated by applying the Fourier transformation to time 
axis of u(x, t). 
Respectively, the A(x,w) and P(x,w) are amplitude and phase spectrum. U(x,w) makes it 
possible to completely separate each frequency component from other frequencies and P(x,w) 
is responsible to preserve all arrival time information in the phase spectrum. The entire 
dispersion properties are containd in P(x,w) while all other information such as attenuation 
and spherical divergence contain in A(x,w). Therfore, for U(x,w) we can have: 
t iwt 
U(x, w) = j u{x, t )e dt (3-15) 
Then, U(x,w) is also the multiplication of two separate terms: 
U ( x , w )  =  P ( x , w ) A ( x , w )  (3-16) 
U ( x , w )  =  e  ^ A i X t W )  (3-17) 
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Where 
<E> = w /cw 
w = frequency in radian 
cw = phase velocity for a given frequency w 
By applying an integral transformation in U(x,w), we then obtain V (w, </>): 
For a single frequency this procedure will be identical, to applying a slant stack to the 
equivalent time-domain expression of U(x,w)/\U(x,w)\. From different offsets U(x,w) is 
normalized to compensate the effects of attenuation and spherical divergence. Therefore, for a 
given w, V (w,tp ) a maximum is obtained if: 
The phase velocity can be determined for a given value of (p where V iw,<p ) reaches it 
maximum. There will be more than one peak if there are considerable amount of energy. 
Finally, dispersion curve can be extracted from transforming of V (w,<p ) to obtain I (w, cw). 
This process is done through changing the variables such as c w= w !<p. In the I (w, cw), there 
will be more than one peaks along the phase velocity axis for a given frequency. The entire 
loci of such peaks for different values of frequencies permit the images of dispersion curves to 
be constructed. 
3-4-4 Optimization of the test parameters 
Obtaining optimum results requires considering different parameters which the most 
important factors are as follows: sampling frequency, receiver spacing, number of signals, 
source offset, etc [3]. 
V(w,(j>) = fe* [f/(x, w)/|U(x, w)|]</x 
_  |  ^ w ) / \ A ( x ,  w ) \ ] d x  
(3-18) 
0 = <J) = W / Cw (3-19) 
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3-4-4-1 Sampling frequency 
The frequency at which the values are captured is the sampling frequency (f s), also called 
sampling rate, expressed in Hz (inverse seconds, 1/s, s_1) [3]. 
/>-L (3-20) 
J s At 
For studying the effect of sampling rate on the dispersion curves, one has to consider a 
simulated medium contained three layers whose properties are improving in terms of depth 
(Table 3-1) [3]. The surface layer thickness of 0.1 m represents a serious deterioration of the 
concrete on the surface. For a given testing parameters as 80 signal, 1024 points on the time 
scale, a distance source-first receiver d = 0.6 m and a receiver spacing Ax = 0.02 m, the 
dispersion curves calculated for two different time steps At = 6, 95 {is and At = 3, 47 pis. The 
dispersion curve presented in Figure 3-17 obtained from the seismogram referring to A/ = 6, 
95 fis better separate the fundamental mode of the first higher order mode. 
Vitesse de phase (m/s) Vitesse de phase (m/s) 
Figure 3-17: Dispersion images obtained for: a) At = 3,47 us, b) At = 6,95 (is [3]. 
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Table 3-1: Simulation of a case of deteriorated concrete on the surface [3]. 
Layer Thickness Density Poisson Modulus of vP vs 
(m) (kg/m3) Coefficient Elasticity (GPa) (m/s) (m/s) 
1 0.1 1500 0.2 4 1624 1000 
2 0.2 2000 0.2 19 3248 2000 
3 0.4 2200 0.2 38 4385 2700 
~ 00 2500 0.2 54 4873 3000 
3-4-4-2 Spacing between receivers 
To examine the effect of the distance between each couple of receivers, the results obtained 
from two different tests on the simulated medium (Table 3-1) can be analyzed (Figure 3-18) 
[3]. Each test was implemented with a total number of 40 signals with a receiver spacing of 
0.02 m for the first and 0.08 m for the second test. There is a clear separation of higher modes 
where Ax = 0.08 m while it exists the interference of other modes for Ax = 0.02 rn. 
Vitesse de phase (m/s) Vitesse de phase (m/s) 
Figure 3-18: Dispersion images obtained for: a) Ax = 0.02 m, b) Ax = 0.08 m [3]. 
Figure 3-19 clearly explains the effect of spacing on the determination of the phase velocity 
for frequencies detected at 4 KHz [3]. Such a wide spacing of Ax = 0.08 m allowed to obtain a 
smoother dispersion curve and to better identify higher modes. This feet can be illustrated by 
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the feet that the choice of a wide spacing between receivers is important to improve the 
resolution of dispersion image, but at the same time would have a problem to resolve 
wavelengths less than its value. The spacing Ax must be equal to or smaller than the double 
depth of minimum investigation Zmin, hence the formula: 
Zmin < Ax < 2 Zmin (3"21) 
X10"6 
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0) 
<x> 
S 0 . 5  
3000 2000 0 1000 
Vitesse de phase (m/s) 
Figure 3-19: Effect of spacing on the determination of the phase velocity: red Ax = 0.02 m, blue Ax = 
0.04 m and black Ax = 0.08 m [3]. 
3-4-4-3 Number of signals 
Two different tests performed on the simulated concrete medium (Table 3-1) to indicate the 
potential of greater number of signals to properly extract an accurate dispersion curve [3J. 
These tests were conducted under identical testing parameters (such as Ax = 0.02 m and d = 
0.6 m) except considering different number of signals respectively N = 80 and N =160. 
Figure 3-20 shows the dispersion obtained from the test of 160 signals is more readable than 
the test of 80 signals. This feet can be explained by the feet that an increase in the number of 
signals improves the image resolution. 
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Figure 3-20: Dispersion images derived from: a) 80 signals, b) 160 signals [3]. 
An example showing the effect of signal numbers in the determination of phase velocity at a 
frequency of 4 KHz is shown in Figure 3-21. The visibility of the fundamental mode with 
accuracy on the velocity significantly improves with greater number of signals. The various 
modes of propagation problem of surface waves cab be improved for the tests involving many 
signals. In Figure 3-21, the first higher mode fails to be appeared for the tests contained of 20 
and 40 numbers of signals. Against, the other test simulated of 80 numbers of signals seems to 
be able to resolve this mode. We can characterize the concrete more deeply since increasing 
the number of signals makes it possible to resolve larger wavelength. 
In general, the various modes of propagation of surface waves are determined by the total 
length of the test. The spacing between adjacent accelerometers and the total number of 
collected signal are two important factors to control this length. For a given minimum desired 
depth of investigation, the total length of the test can be an indicator for the total number of 
signals and therefore the maximum depths of investigatioa 
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Figure 3-21: Effect of number of signals on the determination of the phase velocity: Red N = 20, pink 
N = 40, blue N = 80, black N = 160 [3]. 
3-4-4-4 Source-first receiver distance 
In all kinds of surface waves methods, we try to register the fully developed surface waves 
during data acquisition [3]. The distance of the first accelerometer from the seismic center 
(source offset) is very critical to reduce the interference of body waves. However, choosing a 
large distance d may lead to the attenuation of high frequencies of surface waves which is 
necessary to characterize of surface layers. ATMS (Automatic Gain Control Stretched) is a 
testing procedure which more fully describes the effect of near field survey on surface waves 
methods [58]. In general, a greater distance between seismic source and first receiver may 
lead to improve the modes separation of surface waves. To better understand the behavior of 
higher modes in terms of source offset values, two test of 80 signals with a spacing Ax; = 0.02 
m and other identical parameters were simulated for two different source offsets respectively 
d = 0.60 m,d = 1.20 m. The first higher mode Mi appears with higher energy where d= 1.20 
m (Figure 3-22). An important energy is also observed for Mj at a frequency of 3 kHz 
(Figure 3-23). 
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Vitesse de phase (m/s) Vitesse de phase (m/s) 
Figure 3-22 :Dispersion images: a) d = 0.60 mb)d = 1.20 m [3]. 
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Figure 3-23: Effect of the distance between the source and the first receiver on the 
participation of higher order modes in the FK test [3]. 
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3-5 Conclusions 
The characterization of concrete civil infrastructures is very important due to the complex 
nature of micrestructure in concrete and the variations in its mechanical properties. Under 
these conditions, the propagation of Rayleigh waves is a modal phenomenon where the 
dominance of the fundamental mode is not necessarily true. This is the main cause of the 
failure of the SASW method in the characterization of concrete structures, especially when 
stratification shows a certain vertical irregularity. 
A complete modal study has been inevitable for the characterization of reliable 
material. For this purpose, a type of non-destructive method called MASW was proposed for 
several authors as a competent tool which provides very good accuracy in solving the problem 
of propagation of Rayleigh waves and thus estimating the shear wave velocities profile of 
concrete. This new method is developed at the base of a double Fourier transformation for the 
identification and discrimination of different modes of propagation of Rayleigh waves as well 
as any other events recorded at the surface. Other changes are introduced to allow a direct 
passage to the domains of phase velocity-frequency and phase velocity-wavelength. The 
different modes of propagation of Rayleigh waves can be identified by selecting peaks of the 
energy on the obtained dispersion image. Carrying out the tests is done with an easy way, fast 
and economic by using a limited number of accelerometers. In cases where the test is done by 
hand, use the configuration VPS is recommended to accelerate the test. 
Finally, the practical use of MAS W method must comply with the following strategies: 
1) Define the minimum and maximum depths to characterize the concrete at the 
beginning of the test. 
2) Choose the sampling frequency, the source and receivers are best suited to the desired 
maximum depth and site investigation. 
3) Determine the spacing between adjacent receivers from the minimum depth required 
using the formula: Ax < 2Z The method is used to estimate the profile of concrete 
properties from a depth equal to half the spacing. 
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4) Choose the number of desired collected signals to obtain an image of dispersion where 
the modes are well identified until a wavelength is equal to twice the required 
maximum depth. 
5) Put the source at a sufficient distance from the first accelerometer to prevent the 
registration of non-planar waves during acquisition (near field effect). Choosing a 
large distance between the source and the first accelerometer is not recommended 
because this leads to the attenuation of high frequencies (short wavelengths) required 
characterizing the surface layers of concrete. 
6) Once the processing is done, check the modal solution given by the inversion process 
in overlapping the various theoretical modes on the image of dispersion. This adjusts 
the estimated model and approach the actual condition of stricture, thus leading to an 
accurate estimate of concrete properties as a function of depth. 
After this literature review it is presented in the next chapter, chapter 4, an experimental 
program to illustrate the application of MASW method to concrete slabs. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4.EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
4-1 Introduction 
The various aspects of Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) method have been 
presented in the previous chapter. The technical characterization was developed to soils and 
pavements; however, its application on concrete is still limited. In order to improve the 
existing knowledge on the application of this technique in concrete and respond to some 
objectives of this research (such as studying the sensitivity of MASW to the variations of 
concrete quality in terms of depth, estimating the thickness of subsurface layers, etc) a 
laboratory experimental program was proposed. 
The main purpose of this chapter is to provide an effective strategy to characterize concrete 
slabs. Several researchers have tried to conduct this topic without success [52, 70, 71]. 
According to Abraham [70], the failure can be attributed to various fee tors such as the 
phenomenon of segregation of concrete, the frequency content of the source and the influence 
of the soil. Cho [71] mentions errors in his study over 14% between the experimental 
dispersion curves and theoretical curves (material error). Kalinski [52] dismisses the problem 
on the effect of reflections due to the effect of a limited scale of auscultated items, and 
introduces a window of temporal filtering, which according to the author, helps eliminate 
reflections and separate Rayleigh waves. However, it was shown in chapter 3 that such a filter 
is often an unstable feet which can lead to some important errors in the evaluation of the 
dispersion curve. 
The experimental program was conducted on the Research Institute of Hydro-Quebec (IREQ) 
as a part of a project development and the development of an effective technology for 
nondestructive evaluation of concrete quality of hydraulic structures. As such, the program 
has another aspect, which is the characterization of concrete slabs used in construction of 
dams. 
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4-2 Objectives 
The main objective of the tests was to validate the MASW method and experimentally 
consider its ability to: 
• Test the homogeneity of the concrete. 
• Estimate the thickness ofdifferent concrete layers 
• Characterize the stratification and degradation of the zone near the concrete surface 
(quality and quantity). 
• Detect and locate superficial spalling of concrete. 
4-3 Experimental work 
MASW tests were conducted on two different concrete slabs by applying various seismic 
sources and according to the test configurations measurements proposed in Chapter 3. 
4-3-1 Samples preparation 
Two concrete slabs respectively called slab 1 and 2 were fabricated for different research 
programs at IREQ. The concrete slabs had identical dimensions of 3.5 m (11.5 ft) length, 3.0 
m (9.8 ft) width and 0.8 m (2.6 ft) depth. Different typical near surface pathologies were 
simulated on these volumes in order to test the accuracy of MASW technique to detect 
various types of damage often encountered in the concrete. The specific characteristics have 
been attributed to these slabs according to test objectives and are summarized in Table 4-1. 
Cylinders of 100 x 200 mm (3.9 x 7.9 in.) dimensions were made by IREQ from the same 
batches of the different mixtures for mechanical testing. The mixtures used for the fabrication 
of the concrete slabs were prepared using a maximum aggregate size of 20 mm (0.8 in.) and 
5% entrained air. The measured mass densities, compressive strengths, Young's moduli and 
Poisson's ratios of the mixture of concrete slab 1 and 2 are shown in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-1: Characteristics and aims of measurements on simulated slabs [3]. 
Slab# Characteristics Measurements aims 
1 
Homogenous, half reinforced 
and half non-reinforced concrete 
Homogeneity test 
Effect of Rayleigh waves 
2 
Three stratified layers with 
different mechanical properties 
and thicknesses 
Estimation of layer thicknesses and the shear wave 
velocity profile 
Table 4-2: Material characteristics of the concrete mixtures [3]. 
Slab# Cylinder Mass density, 
kg/m3 (lb/ft3) 
Compressive strength, 
MPa (psi) 
Young's modulus, 
GPa (psi) 
Poisson's 
ratio 
1 NM 39.8 (5,772) NM NM 
1 2 2360(147) 40.9 (5,932) 35.7(5,177,874) 0.22 
3 2348(146) 40.3 (5,854) 34.4 (4,984,298) 0.21 
Mean 2354(147) 40.3 (5,854) 35.1 (5,090,824) 0.22 
1 NM 17.6 (2,553) NM NM 
Ui 4> 
a, 
o 
2 2378(148) 17.1 (2,480) 27.5 (3,988,537) 0.22 
3 2383(149) 17.3 (2,509) 27.1 (3,390,523) 0.20 
H Mean 2380(149) 30.2 (4,380) 27.3 (3,959,530) 0.21 
u 
1 
1 NM 30.2 (4,380) NM NM 
2 2311(144) 27.6 (4,003) 29.6(4,293,117) 0.14 
2 
•o 
-a 
§ 
3 2343(146) 27.7 (4,017) 29.6 (4,293,117) 0.16 
Mean 2327(145) 28.5(4,133) 29.6 (4,293,117) 0.15 
u* 1 NM 39.5 (5,729) NM NM 
2 2354(147) 37.9 (5,497) 34.3 (4,274,794) 0.19 
1 3 2375(148) 34.6 (5,018) 36.4 (5.279.374) NM 
o 
CD Mean 2365(148) 37.3(5,410) 35.4 (5.134.336) 0.15 
NM : Not Measured 
Concrete slab 1 (Figure 4-1) was consisted of one layer of a good quality concrete while half 
the surface area of the homogeneous slab was longitudinally and transversally reinforced with 
16 mm diameter (0.63 in.) steel bars; spacing was 0.20 m (7.9 in.) and cover was 0.10 m (3.9 
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in.). The layered volume (Slab 2) was simulated based on three different concrete layer 
thicknesses (Figure 4-2). The MASW method was carried out to determine layer thicknesses 
and estimate shear wave velocity profile. 
The experiments on the layered concrete slab were conducted in order to examine the 
accuracy of the MASW method to estimate the depth of concrete and the thickness of layers. 
Another goal of the experimental work was to investigate the potential of the MASW method 
to detect and characterize concrete layering; this element was studied on the layered slab. In 
all cases, the depth of investigation was supposed to be between 0.05 m as minimum (Zmi„) 
and 0.8 m as maximum (Zmax). 
Figure 4-1: Homogeneous concrete slab 1, half the block was consisted of a reinforced concrete. 
Figure 4-2: Layered concrete slab 2. 
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4-3-2 Test setup 
During the experiments, two steel balls of different diameters (steel ball A: 12 mm, steel ball 
B: 19 mm), a sledgehammer (250 gr) and a piezoelectric transducer (type Tico, frequency 54 
KHz, resolution 0.1 us and measuring range =15 to 6553.5 us) were implemented 
(Figure 4-3) [72]. 
As it has already mentioned, in the case of pavements or concrete structures, we always work 
with frequencies in the approximate range of KHz which make the accelerometers more 
adequate for this type of application. For this purpose, we used the piezoelectric 
accelero meters (type 4396-B&K, 49 KHz natural frequency) for the entire series of data 
acquisitions. 
Figure 4-3: piezoelectric transducer (54 KHz) is battery operated and can run for 30 hours [72]. 
The measurements on the homogeneous concrete slab 1 were conducted only in the 
unreinforced section of the slab by implementing two parallel lines using a series of eleven 
(11) accelero meters, two different steel balls (A: 0 12 mm, B: 0 19 mm) and a piezoelectric 
transmitter (Tico). The spacing between adjacent accelerometers was 0.05 m, and the impact 
was produced at four (4) different positions in regard to the series of accelerometers 
(Figure 4-4). The distance between each two consecutive positions was 0.50 m. Good contact 
between the transducers (source, accelerometer) and the concrete surfece was established 
using Vaseline coupling. Actually, the source offset between the nearest seismic source and 
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the first receiver was 0.50 m (Figure 4-5). Test Measurement configurations and further 
information are resumed in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3: Configuration of measurements tests. 
Slab 
# 
Line Receivers 
type 
Length of 
receivers 
spread 
(cm) 
Source Source 
offset 
(cm) 
Receivers 
spacing 
(cm) 
Collected 
signals 
1 2 4396 
B&K with 
49 KHz 
natural 
frequency 
50 
Steel balls (A: 0 12 
mm, B:0 19 mm), 
Piezoelectric 
transmitter (54 KHz) 50 5 44 
2 2 
Steel balls (A: 0 12 
mm, B: 0 19 mm), 
Sledgehammer (250 gr) 
The acquisition parameters were adjusted in a manner that could be able to guarantee the 
enough energy for the complete formation of surface waves without causing the attenuation of 
high frequencies. However, a multichannel amplifier was permanently connected between 
accelerometers and acquisition system to reinforce obtained signals from accelerometers. One 
accelerometer was always located close to the impact point to ensure the data acquisition in 
the same time of impact. At the end of the test, forty four (44) signals were collected on each 
measurement line (for each kind of seismic sources) at a sampling frequency of500 KHz, and 
a total duration time of 4096 jisec. 
Figure 4-4: Configuration test of concrete slab 1. 
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Figure 4-5: MASW test configuration setup, concrete slab 1 (Scale: 1/100, Unit: meter). 
The test setup formation in concrete slab 2 (Figure 4-7) was based on two lines in a parallel 
manner which was localized in the longitudinal direction of the volume. As it is shown in 
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Figure 4-6 the tests carried out in four consecutive sets of eleven accelero meters in each line. 
The distance between each couple of accelero meters was 0.05 m, with a total length of 
receivers spread equal to 2.15 m. 
The test configuration was according to the movement of the series of accelerometers. In the 
beginning, the test was performed while the distance between the seismic source and the first 
accelerometer was 0.50 m. For each set of receivers the acquired data were collected by 
applying an impact from a sledgehammer (300 gr) and two steel balls with different diameters 
(0 12 mm and 0 19 mm). The signals were acquired at a sampling frequency of500 KHz and 
total duration time of 4096 (isec. Further Information is resumed in Table 4-3. 
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Figure 4-6: MASW test configuration setup, concrete slab 2 (Scale: 1/100, Unit: meter). 
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Figure 4-7: Data acquisition on concrete slab 2, IREQ, Varennes, Canada. 
4-4 Results and discussion 
The results are presented and discussed in this section according to the objectives mentioned 
in the section 4-2. 
4-4-1 Test of the concrete homogeneity 
a- Concrete slab 1, line 1, steel ball A: The treatment of acquired data on the concrete slab 1 
shows an energetic propagation of surface waves. An example of these results established on 
the measuring line 1, steel ball A, is shown in Figure 4-8. We note that there is dominance of 
two waves, this feet might be due to the dominance of two forms of Lamb waves (symmetric 
and anti symmetric) with surface waves. These Guided Lamb Waves are guided by the finite 
dimensions of real test object. 
A dispersion image is calculated for each seismogram. The dispersion curve is extracted from 
the image by means of picking maximum amplitudes. Figure 4-9 shows the experimental 
dispersion curves of the variation of phase velocity in terms of frequency. The extracting of 
dispersion curve is the important part of data processing in order to have an accurate shear 
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wave velocity profile. However, the disturbance in the dispersion curves can be due to the 
interference of Lamb waves. 
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Figure 4-8: Data collection from acquisition system (44 signals), slab 1, line 1, steel ball A. 
The phase velocity in the dispersion curves is the velocity at which the phase of the wave 
propagates in the media. However, the figure below shows also the group velocity which is 
the velocity of propagation of a group of waves of similar frequency. The dispersion curves 
calculated on the measurement test line 1, steel ball A, indicates these two waves are not 
dispersive. Phase velocity varies slightly with frequency According to the dispersion curve, 
phase velocity is approximately constant for Wl= 2600 m/s and W2= 2400 m/s. This fact 
might testify that the surface of the slab 1 is harder than inside, and the interior is 
homogeneous (as expected). 
Figure 4-10 shows the first 11 channels for the wave 1 separately in order to reduce the 
interference of other modes. In Figure 4-11 the experimental dispersion curves are calculated 
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from the first eleven traces. As it appears in the dispersion curve, there is not a considerable 
gradient in phase velocity versus frequency. 
Wavel 
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Figure 4-9: Dispersion curves, phase velocity versus frequency. 
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Figure 4-10: The collected signals for the first 11 channels of wave 1. 
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If we suppose the wave 1 are Rayleigh waves, as the first interpretation we can say that the 
Rayleigh waves have developed in the slab with a constant speed approximately equal to 2300 
m/s, which agrees well with the theoretical profile of the fundamental mode of Rayleigh 
waves in a homogeneous semi-infinite medium. There is a single dispersion in these data 
which could be reversed to confirm this comment. 
V(f=max corr x)=2360 V(f=centr bande <)=2360 V(f etude sq) (m/s/)=2360Vgroup= 2300 
-.3000 
0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 
frequency (MHz) 
S-S dispersion 
~ 3000 
0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 
frequency (MHz) 
Figure 4-11: The experimental dispersion curves for the first 11 channels of wave 1. 
b- Concrete slab 2, line 2, steel ball A: To analyze results obtained from line 2, steel ball A, 
we considered this profile in different increments contained of 10 channels. Finally the 
interval of channel 33 to 44 was chosen to interpret in which the dominant surface waves had 
an acceptable velocity (Figure 4-12). In Figure 4-13, the dispersion shows a positive slope, so 
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it demonstrates that the velocity of surface waves on concrete surface is faster and therefore 
the surface of the slab could be harder than inside. However, a considerable gradient in phase 
velocity does not observe. Finally, by extracting the shear wave velocity information for the 
channels interval 33 to 44 shown in the inversion (Figure 4-14), it was confirmed that for 
depths less than 3.27 cm the inversion has a downwards stairs shape of the shear wave 
velocity. This issue can be explained by the fact that the surface of the concrete slab 1 is 
slightly harder. Based on the interpretation of the results in the same concrete slab (line 2, 
steel ball A), we tried to consider the results deduced from generating of surface waves by 
applying the transmitter Tico as well. However, we found a reliable interpretation of results 
that seemed logical and acceptable. We discovered both non-dispersive transversal waves 
(2500 m/s) and dispersive surface waves (with a positive slope) in the dispersion curve 
extracted for the total number of 2-44 signals (the same for the steel ball A). By deducing the 
inversion we concluded that the concrete slab 1 in is not completely homogenous, and its 
surface is inconsiderably harder than interior. Further information regarding dispersion 
analysis of the surface waves generated from transmitter Tico for the line 1 and 2 are 
summarized in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4-12: Data collection (signals interval 33-44), slab 1, line 2, steel ball A. 
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Figure 4-13: Dispersion curves, phase velocity versus frequency. 
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Figure 4-14: Inversion, shear wave velocity versus depth. 
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4-4-2 Characterization of the concrete stratification 
The purpose of this section is to examine experimentally the ability of the MASW method to 
distinguish the stratification that may exist in the concrete and to determine the thickness of 
layers with different mechanical properties. Multichannel tests on the concrete slab 2 were 
performed with a large number of signals (44) in order to improve the resolution of dispersion 
image to evaluate the propagation velocity of Rayteigh waves with high precision. 
a- Concrete slab 2, line 1, steel ball A: In this case, only the first 30 channels are interpreted 
to avoid the interferences of other modes (Figure 4-15). Figure 4-16 shows the corresponding 
dispersion images (left: phase velocity, right: group velocity) according to the phase velocity 
(m/s) versus frequency (MHz). 
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Figure 4-15: The collected data from seismogram (30 signals), slab 2, line 1, steel ball A. 
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Figure 4-16: Experimental dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves, slab 2, line 1, steel ball A. 
In case of the second concrete (slab 2), an important contrast between the top layer involving 
poor concrete quality and the inferior layer was observed. The dispersion curve calculated on 
the measurement test line 1 indicates a bw phase velocity on the concrete surface for 
frequencies less than 1.5 Hz (Figure 4-17). 
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Figure 4-17: Experimental dispersion curve and selected interval, phase velocity versus frequency. 
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Finally, the inversion was extracted through an iterative process. When experimentally 
measured and theoretically computed curves became sufficiently close, the inversion process 
was finished. This procedure was conducted after selection of 40 best loops (Figure 4-18). 
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Figure 4-18: Inversion, the shear wave velocity profile versus depth, after selection of 40 best bops. 
According to the relevant information in the Table 4-2, the mechanical properties 
(Compressive strength, Young's modulus, etc) of three mentioned layers in concrete slab two 
are gradually increasing in terms of depth. The Figure 4-19 shows an upward stairs shape of 
the shear wave velocity profile due to the existence of three concrete layers with different 
mechanical properties. The results indicated in the Figure 4-19 denote relatively tow shear 
wave velocity for the concrete less than approximately 14 cm thickness. This value can be 
referred to the upper layers in this concrete slab. The shear wave vebcity shifts from 2190 
m/s to 2310 m/s for depths greater than 10 cm This 120 m/s shifting can be explained by the 
existence of different thicknesses of the first layers (8 and 16 cm). 
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Figure 4-19: Inversion, shear wave velocity versus depth. 
The results demonstrated in the concrete slab two indicated that the MASW method had a 
potential to distinguish mechanical properties of concrete subsurface layers by the shear wave 
velocity profile. However, it failed to exactly indicate the total numbers of layers as well as 
their corresponding thicknesses. This feet can be caused by the limitation of the MASW 
method to analyze multiple numbers of layers with variation of their thicknesses abng the 
measuring line. To avoid such ambiguities in the final results of the concrete slab two, further 
investigations should be applied along the transversal section of this slab. Figure 4-20 shows a 
test configuration with four parallel lines along the transversal section in order to measure the 
thickness of each layer. In this arrangement which is consisted of four parallel lines along the 
transversal section of slab two, since each layer would have a constant thickness under the 
measuring line, the MASW method would be able to correctly distinguish the thickness of 
concrete layers. 
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Figure 4-20: MASW test configuration, concrete slab 2 (Scale: 1/100, Unite: meter). 
b- Concrete slab 2, line 1, sledgehammer (250 gr): The interpretation of the results obtained 
by the sledgehammer (250 gr) was a little complicated. Among the entire registered channels 
(44 signals), as it is shown in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22, we found the surface waves only 
for higher frequencies (f> 20 KHz). In Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24, it is clear that surface 
waves are more visible in the latest channels (30-44 traces). 
Finally, after evaluation of the experimental dispersion curves and selection of the 13 best 
bops for calculating the inversion (Figure 4-26), we again encountered with a problem caused 
by choosing an inappropriate position of testing lines to clearly identify the three simulated 
layers of the concrete slab with their thicknesses (Figure 4-27). 
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Figure 4-21: The collected data from seismogram (44 signals), slab 2, line 1, sledgehammer. 
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Figure 4-22: Experimental dispersion curves corresponding to the entire channels (44). 
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Figure 4-23: The collected data from seismogram (30 to 44 signals), slab 2, line 1, sledgehammer. 
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Figure 4-24: Experimental dispersion curves corresponding to the latest channels (30 to 44). 
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Experimental dispersion curve and selected interval 
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Figure 4-25: Experimental dispersion curve and selected interval, phase velocity versus frequency. 
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Figure 4-26: Inversion, the shear wave velocity profile versus depth, after selection of 13 best loops. 
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Figure 4-27: Inversion. 
According to the Figure 4-24 and the difference between spectral content of the 
sledgehammer with the steel ball A, the sledgehammer has an amplitude (spectrum) tower 
than steel ball A, while the dominant frequency is 5 KHz. In my opinion, in such conditions 
Lamb waves are dominant and will hide the surface waves in shorter distances (closer to the 
seismic source). Therefore, corresponding to the experimental dispersion curves shown in 
Figure 4-22, the appearance of surface waves only in higher frequencies is explained by the 
feet that Lamb waves are dominant in lower frequencies. For farther information concerning 
the obtained results concerning the concrete slab 2, please refer to Appendix B. 
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Figure 4-24: The selected spectral content corresponding to: left: steel ball A, right: sledgehammer 
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CHAPTER 5 
5.C0NCLUSI0NS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this project we have tried to consider industrial interests as well as the scientific originality 
and the contribution required for a M.S. project. Having these two aspects at the same time 
puts forward challenges and opportunities for us as the university researchers to pursue 
industrial objectivise such as, specifying the concrete weak zone and quality concrete 
constructions, preventing the destruction in concrete structures by characterizing the concrete 
subsurface quality, and etc. 
For many years, the only technique which was satisfactory used by civil engineers in 
auscultation was to take the core of structures. Numerous laboratory tests are carried out on 
these cores to determine concrete properties. However, the destructive nature of this method, 
the incurred significant cost as well as the local character of results of this test are led to 
develop non-destructive techniques for a global evaluation at tower material costs. 
The non-destructive multichannel method presented in this study can be fully automated and 
easily used on full-scale concrete structures. It is mainly proposed for the inspection of 
concrete slabs when investigation is needed to verify concrete quality and integrity between 
the existing layers. The experimental results reported in this study were in good agreement 
with the theoretical values and matched the concrete properties very well. Layering can be 
detected in concrete; the material quality and thickness of each layer can be estimated from 
the obtained shear wave velocity profile. This nondestructive technique is completed by 
contributing of two different test configurations applied on the concrete slabs. The test 
procedure performed on the concrete slab one has shown that it is less time consuming and 
easier to do only by moving away the impact source. 
Further in-situ studies (such as work on concrete dams, tunnels, bridges, etc) may be required 
to testify the applications of MASW method in the evaluation of near surface damage in civil 
infrastructures. Moreover, supplementary research should be needed to explain why the 
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surface waves start to dominate in longer distances from the seismic source in the case of 
applying the sledgehammer instead of steel balls. 
According to the gained knowledge within this study, we strongly recommend to consider the 
spectral content of the seismic source in order to ensure the absence of lamb waves 
interference to perform the MASW method. Nevertheless, at the same time that the spectrum 
should ensure the presence of surface waves for the inversion, it should be enough high and 
comparable with desired depth. In our testing sample, steel balls with higher spectrum were 
better adapted by the MASW technique to analyze the concrete slab 2 in comparison with the 
sledgehammer. It is also possible the interpretation problem of the concrete slab 1 was also 
associated with the presence of the interference of Lamb waves. 
Dans ce projet, nous avons essaye de tenir compte des interets industriels, ainsi que 
Foriginalite scientifique et la contribution requise pour un projet de maitrise. De nombreux 
essais de laboratoire sont effectues sur ces carottes pour determiner les proprietes du beton. 
Cependant, la nature destructive de cette pratique, les couts importants induits, ainsi que le 
caractere ponctuel des resultats de cet essai ont exige le developpement de techniques non 
destructives pour une evaluation globale et a moindre couts des materiaux. 
La methode multicanal non destructif presentees dans cette etude peut etre entierement 
automatisee et facile a utiliser sur. les structures de beton a grande 6chelle. II est 
principalement propose pour f inspection des dalles de beton lorsque des investigations sont 
necessaires pour verifier la qualite du beton et de l'integrite entre les couches existantes. Les 
resultats experimentaux presentes dans cette etude sont en accord satisfaisant avec les 
proprietes du b6ton. La qualite du materiau et Fepaisseur de chaque couche peut etre estime a 
partir du profil de vitesse de cisaillement d'onde obtenue. Des Etudes complementaires 
(comme les travaux sur les barrages en beton, tunnels, ponts,... etc) peuvent etre requis pour 
confirmer les applications de la methode MASW dans Evaluation des dommages superficiels 
dans les infrastructures civiles. 
Selon les connaissances acquises dans cette etude, on recommande fortement d'examiner le 
contenu spectral de la source sismique, afm d'assurer Fabsenee d'interfere nee des ondes de 
Chapter 5 Conclusions 
plaque (Lamb) pour effectuer la methode MASW. Neanmoins, dans le meme temps que le 
spectre doit assurer la presence d'ondes de surface pour 1'inversion, il devrait etre assez eleve 
et conparable a la profondeur desiree. Dans notre echantillon de test, les billes d'acier avec le 
spectre supfrieur etaient mieux adaptees par la technique MASW pour analyser la dalle de 
beton 2 en comparaison avec le marteau. II est egalement possible que le probleme 
^interpretation de la dalle de beton 1 est associ6e a la presence de rinterference des ondes de 
Lamb. 
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APPENDIX A 
AI: Concrete slab 1, line 1, transmitter Tico 
Time (us) 
Figure AI-1: Data collection from acquis ition system (43 signals), line 1, slab 1, Transmitter Tico. 
Vff=^corrx^2S20\^=oef*bm)e<)=2S20Wetudesq)(i^=2S2!Mrwp=2500 SStoptrm 
hqueney(UHz) tapneyfMHz) 
Figure AI-2: Corresponding dispersion curves for Wave 1, transmitter Tico. 
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All: Concrete slab 1, line 2, transmitter Tico 
Time ((is) 
Figure AII-1: Data collection (signals 2-44), line 2, slab 1, Transmitter Tico. 
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Figure AII-2: Corresponding dispersion curves, transmitter Tico. 
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Figure AII-3: Corresponding dispersion curves of surface waves, transmitter Tico. 
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Figure AII-4: Inversion, transmitter Tico. 
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APPENDIX B 
BI: Concrete slab 2, Line 1, steel ball B (019 mm) 
Another example which shows the potential of MASW method to diagnose the thickness of 
layers is shown bebw from obtained results corresponding to concrete slab 2, measuring line 
1, and using steel ball B (0 19 mm) as a seismic source. All parameters are identical with 
measuring line 1, steel ball A (0 12 mm) which is already explained by the section 5-4-2. In 
Figure BI-5 the inversion has a stairs shape. It is truly depicted that the shear wave velocity 
shifts from 2.24 km/s to 2.32 km/s for the depth greater than 10 cm. Therefore, it can be 
included that for the depths tower that 10 cm (top layers), there is a concrete with low 
mechanical properties. 
200 400 600 . 800 1000 1200 1400 
Time (us) 
Figure BI-1: The collected data from seismogram (43 signals), slab 2, line 1, steel ball B. 
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V(f=max corr x)=2140 V(f=centr bande <)=2140 V(f etude sq) (m/s/)=2160Vgroup= 2100 
0.015 0.02 0.025 
frequency (MHz) 
frequency (MHz) 
Figure BI-2: Experimental dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves, slab 2, line 1, steel ball B. 
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Figure BI-3: Experimental dispersion curve, phase velocity (m/s) versus frequency (Hz). 
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Figure BI-4: Inversion process, the shear wave velocity profile versus depth. 
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Figure BI-5: Inversion, line 1, slab 2. 
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BII: Concrete slab 2, line 2, steel ball A (0 12 mm) 
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C/3 
200 300 400 1000 1100 
Time (jis) 
Figure BII-1: Data collection from acquisition system (30 signals), slab2, line 2, steel ball A. 
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Figure BII-2: Experimental dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves, slab 2, line 2, steel ball A. 
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Figure BII-3: Experimental dispersfon curve, phase velocity (m/s) versus frequency (Hz). 
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Figure BII-4: Inversion. 
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